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RECREATIONAL PROGRAM FOR TEAMS/GROUPS
A ‘Creative Recreational Team Building’ Program

2 DAYS, OUTDOOR
TEAM

Who (Potential Participants)
Working professionals in service/business, home makers, youth, teenagers.

Why (Purpose)
The purpose of this program is team building, by providing a creative and recreational time-out for teams and action groups of talented people, ever pursuing
stiff goals and timelines at their workplace.

Where (Location)
-

Program and stay at Belavali, Badlapur. Includes a one day visit to nearby hill station – Matheran.
Safe, secure, clean and independent residential bungalow accommodation.2-4 people in a room with attached clean toilets.
Meals: Vegetarian
Travel: First Class Train / Road

How (Process)
Teams spend two days out together out of office, and get to do a varied set of creative recreational activities to recharge the mind and body.
-

-

Solving the Rubik Cube. The Rubik’s cube, invented about 40 years ago, is the invention of Ernő Rubik, a Hungarian architect and sculptor. Solving it
means overcoming the complexity posed by its quintillions of permutations, equivalent to standard sized cubes, covering the earth’s surface, 275
times over! The sense of accomplishment is overwhelming for most people.
Understanding the three dimensions of EPL for significantly improving inter-personal communications (supported with fun elements of singing,
dancing, exercising, breathing and articulating / expressing with conviction) and making a fun presentation on a randomly provided topic.
Playing dumb charades and demonstrating your own talent.
A day outdoor trek at Matheran - a nearby hill station plus enjoy horse-riding amidst nature.

Value (Benefits)
This program will serve as a catalyst for building team spirit and camaraderie:
Solving the Rubik cube is known to develop sharper mental reflexes, improving spatial awareness and recharging/regenerating brain cells.
Improve communications through effective observation, listening, passionately speaking and expressive body language
Getting to know your team members in a different (positive) light
Refreshing mind and body amidst nature, relieving stress

Investment (Program Fee)*
INR 3875/- per person (minimum team of 5 people required)

FOR QUERIES / PARTICIPATION eMAIL / CALL
.

suniltatkar@valurevolution.com / Phone +91.90043.58965

About Value GO?AL!

*We strive to keep our program fee affordable, taking inspiration from the attitude of one of India’s brightest scientists who struggled to overcome a difficult childhood and achieved
his exciting success. He propagated enabling radical social transformation by delivering more (extreme value), from less (ultra low cost means) for more (people to afford and benefit).
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